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Understanding Rapid Intercalation Materials One
Parameter at a Time
Wessel van den Bergh and Morgan Stefik*
(>50 million) in <20 years.[3] The ability
to rapidly charge electrical energy storage
systems is particularly critical for vehicle
and consumer electronic applications to
minimize wait times and improve market
adoption.[4,5] Correspondingly, the development of new electrochemical materials
with accelerated (dis)charge kinetics are
a subject of intense research. Nanoscale
materials open up opportunities for several
advantages including accelerated diffusion
processes and enhanced specific surface
area in addition to novel properties that are
not observed at larger length scales and go
beyond simple dimensional changes.[6] For
example the LixCoO2[7,8] cathode material in
the first commercial secondary (rechargeable) Li-ion battery,[9] was later found to
markedly change with nanoscaling. The
decreased particle size correlated to transitions in galvanostatic profile from a voltage
plateau observed in materials which
undergo a first-order phase transition upon
lithiation to a pseudolinear response that
is more typical of capacitors (Figure 1a).
Later lithiation studies of LixTiO2,[10–12]
LixFePO4,[13–17] and LixTi5O12[18,19] nanoparticles suggested that the suppression of
first order phase changes was responsible
for the deformation and loss of the voltage plateau observed
in galvanostatic measurements. First order phase changes
tend to result in voltage plateaus as the boundary between the
lithium-poor and lithium-rich regions moves across the material. However, these phase transitions require energy, resulting
in voltage offsets between anodic and cathodic cycles where this
hysteresis reduces overall energy efficiency. For example, separation into lithium-poor phases, such as olivine α-LixFePO4[16]
or Li0.03TiO2,[11] from lithium-rich phases such as olivine
β-LixFePO4[16] or Li0.5TiO2,[11] depend upon the solubility limits
of the respective phases (Figure 1b). Importantly, these solubility
limits have been shown to vary significantly with particle size
where such first order phase changes can be fully suppressed
by nanostructuring, resulting in solid solution behavior. For
example, TiO2 particles <7 nm accommodate up to Li0.22TiO2[11]
which was attributed to the high strain energy that would be
associated with subsequent phase separation from lithiation
stress.[20] Such relationships of crystal size to lithiation-induced
strain/stress also have ramifications for battery longevity where,
for example, LixCoO2 particles below 300 nm are more resistant
to fracturing which otherwise decreases battery capacity with
repeated cycling.[21] This same relationship has driven the design

Demand for fast, energy-dense storage drives the research into nanoscale
intercalation materials. Nanomaterials accelerate kinetics and can modify
reaction path thermodynamics, intercalant solubility, and reversibility. The
discovery of intercalation pseudocapacitance has opened questions about
their fundamental operating principles. For example, are their capacitor-like
current responses caused by storing energy in special near-surface regions or
rather is this response due to normal intercalation limited by a slower faradaic surface-reaction? This review highlights emerging methods combining
tailored nanomaterials with the process of elimination to disambiguate causeand-effect at the nanoscale. This method is applied to multiple intercalation
pseudocapacitive materials showing that the timescales exhibiting surfacelimited kinetics depended on the total intercalation length scale. These trends
are inconsistent with the near-surface perspective. A revised current-model
without assuming special near-surface storage fits experimental data better
across wide timescales. This model, combined with tailored nanomaterials
and the process of elimination, can isolate material-specific effects such
as how amorphization/defect-tailoring modifies both insertion and diffusion kinetics. Avenues for both faster intercalation pseudocapacitance and
increased energy density are discussed. A relaxation time argument is suggested to explain the continuum between battery-like and pseudocapacitive
behaviors. Future directions include synthetic methods emphasizing tailored
defects and analytical methods that minimize assumptions.

1. Nanoscale Effects
Consumer and ecological pressures have increased the demand
for implementation of advanced electrochemical energy
storage systems. The corresponding rate of transition from
mature technologies such as internal combustion engines
to battery-powered drivetrains in automobiles continues to
accelerate.[1,2] The US Department of Energy predicts that
annual sales of passenger electric vehicles will increase tenfold
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of nanoscale silicon anodes[22] which involve an alloying-mechanism with significant >230% volumetric expansion upon lithiation[23] that results in cracking and poor coulombic efficiency if
the feature sizes are too large and without free-volume. Nanostructuring Si improves the accommodation of volumetric
changes while minimizing lithiation strain, enabling 92%
capacity retention after 700 cycles.[24] Nanoscaled materials can
also increase lithiation reversibility for multiple mechanisms.
For example, Co3O4 transitions from a conversion material
which lithiates via the formation of metallic Co and Li2O, to
an intercalation material upon nanoscaling. Here nanoscaling
avoids inhomogeneous phase changes and reduces the volumetric expansion, reducing fracturing, and enhancing capacity
retention (Figure 1c).[25,26] For example, LixFePO4 intercalates
lithium via 1D channels that are sensitive to antisite defects of
interstitial Fe atoms that block lithium-ion diffusion where nanostructuring reduces the 1D channel length to enhance lithium
transport.[27–29] Theory has also contributed to the understanding
of such nanoscale lithiation phenomena. For instance, a mathematical model[30] characterizing fracturing in the cathode material LixMn2O4, distinguished stress from lithium intercalation
depended upon (dis)charge rate, particle size, and solid-state diffusivity while stress from phase transitions is dependent upon
the ratio of phases. Recent works have examined lithiation
stress heterogeneity[31,32] and nanomaterial morphologies that
better accommodate this stress.[24,33–37] It is worth pausing for a
moment to address a notion often expressed about nanomaterials
in that they are associated with low tap densities and reduced
stability owing to side reactions,[6,38] for example, excessive solid
electrolyte interface (SEI) formation. From another perspective,
these are rather material challenges that lead to excessive additive content (carbon/binder).[39] For example, carbon additives
would not be necessary if the active materials themselves were
more electrically conductive.[38] Similarly, binder additives are
needed to hold nanoparticles together but would not be necessary if the nanomaterial was prepared as a continuous porous
solid. In other words, high tap density is possible by minimizing
the volume fraction of non-active material (porosity/electrolyte
and additives) and is not fundamentally limited by using nanomaterials. For example, recent niobates exhibit negligible SEI
formation[40] due to the operating voltage and have demonstrated
remarkably high tap densities.[38] The horizon for nanoscale
electrical energy storage materials is bright where accelerated
charging occurs with reduced transport lengths, suppression of
first order phase transitions improves kinetics and reversibility,
and better strain accommodation enhances cycling stability.

Figure 1. a) Discharge curves for crystalline LixCoO2 as a function of particle size where there is a transition from a battery-like voltage plateau
to a pseudolinear capacitor-like response with decreasing size. Adapted
with permission.[8] Copyright 2007, American Chemical Society. b) Solubility limits for olivine LixFePO4 (blue, Li-poor) α-phase and (red, Li-rich)
β-phase monotonically converge with decreasing particle size. Adapted
with permission.[16] Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society. c) High
surface area and short diffusion paths of nanoscale design mediate
more uniform phase changes from pristine Co3O4 (yellow) to intermediate LixCo3O4 (blue) and finally conversion to metallic Co and Li2O
(red). Adapted with permission.[25] Copyright 2016, American Chemical
Society.
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2. Rapid Intercalation Materials and
Pseudocapacitance
The development of rapid intercalation materials led to the discovery of intercalation pseudocapacitance. Pseudocapacitance
was first conceptualized by Conway in 1962[41] where an essential attribute is a capacitor-like response, for example, having
the current (i) proportional to the voltage sweep rate (ν). Current relationships with ν are often expressed as a power law:[42]
i = aν b

(1)
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where a and b are fit terms and b = 1.0 for an ideal capacitor.
As the term “pseudo” (meaning fake) implies, pseudocapacitive responses should not be associated with classic double
layer charging as in an electric double layer capacitor (EDLC)
but are rather associated with faradaic surface charge transfer
processes. A series of seminal works on RuO2,[43,44] MnO2,[45]
TiO2(B),[46,47] V2O5,[48] α-MoO3,[49] and T-Nb2O5,[50,51] raised considerable excitement for the potential of such rapid current
responses. The cyclic voltammetry (CV) characteristics of these
materials fall broadly into two camps,[52,53] 1) surface redox
pseudocapacitance which has dominant box-like character
(RuO2, MnO2) (Figure 2a) and 2) intercalation pseudocapacitance which has dominant peak-like character (TiO2(B), V2O5,
α-MoO3, T-Nb2O5) (Figure 2b). There is debate about the fundamental nature of these responses,[52,54–61] including rigorous
theoretical arguments that the first camp is attributed principally to EDLC[60] and a separate suggestion of a continuum
between Faradaic and EDLC.[62] If indeed charge storage were
dominated by EDLC, then the term pseudocapacitance[60] would
be inaccurate. T-Nb2O5 was the first material described as exhibiting intercalation pseudocapacitance.[51] With intercalation
pseudocapacitance, as the name implies, charge storage dominantly proceeds by faradaic reactions throughout the extent of
the solid via intercalation. Naturally this behavior requires sufficiently rapid diffusion to observe capacitor-like kinetics (surface-limited, Equation (1) with b ≈ 1.0). In contrast, the term
“batteries” and generally other intercalation materials are often
associated with diffusion limitations (Equation (1) with b = 0.5
for semi-infinite diffusion).
A range of definitions for pseudocapacitance have been
proposed. Many definitions include faradaic reactions, reversibility (e.g., mirror like CV profiles), and a lack of diffusion
limitations, that is, surface-limited kinetics.[52,54–57,61] We support this generally agreed upon and broadest definition. Costentin has argued that “pseudocapacitance” is an incorrect
notion where such reported box-like (redox pseudocapacitive) CV curves should be interpreted as EDLC and peak-like
(intercalation pseudocapacitive) curves should be interpreted
as normal battery-like intercalation undergoing slow charge
transfer or ohmic drop.[60,63] That latter interpretation, however,
is compatible with the broad definition above for intercalation
pseudocapacitance where the question should become whether
this behavior is worthy of a special name “intercalation pseudocapacitance.” We thus continue to use the term intercalation
pseudocapacitance here. Others have extended the pseudocapacitance definition to be further constrained to examples
exhibiting a linear relationship between the applied potential
and the state of charge such as RuO2 (Figure 2a).[64] Elsewhere
it was suggested that the broader definition include pseudolinear relationships between the applied potential and the state
of charge such as T-Nb2O5.[52,53,55] The distinction between
intercalation pseudocapacitance (pseudolinear) and battery-like
behavior (plateau) notably can become blurred with nanostructured materials.[53,65] Nanostructured intercalation materials
can depart from the localized and well-defined intercalation
potentials of batteries where intercalation pseudocapacitance
exhibits broadened CV peaks with a delocalized[66] distribution
of potentials that have been rationalized in terms of concentration dependent activity coefficients.[59] Typical quantitative
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Figure 2. a) RuO2 exhibits a box-like CV response corresponding to its
typical labelling as a surface redox pseudocapacitive material. Adapted
with permission.[64] Copyright 2002, American Chemical Society.
b) T-Nb2O5 exhibits a peak-like and mirrored CV response corresponding
to its labeling as an intercalation pseudocapacitive material. Adapted with
permission.[75] Copyright 2011, WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
Weinheim. c) In contrast, typical battery-like materials such as anatase
TiO2 exhibit peak separation at all ν (not mirrored) corresponding to
energy loss to, for example, first order phase changes. Adapted with permission.[42] Copyright 1997, American Chemical Society.
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metrics used to identify surface-limited pseudocapacitive
responses include i ∝ ν in CV (Equation (1) with b ≈ 1.0) or a
phase angle of ≈90° in electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS). Others have further delineated that pseudocapacitors
should not exhibit diffusion-limitations on the minute timescale or above.[55] It will take time for practitioners in this field
to agree upon definitions which in part have been limited by
the present state of understanding.

3. Open Questions
Several aspects of T-Nb2O5 lithiation have ambiguous or contested interpretations in recent years. Intrinsic properties are
generally defined as being inherent to a material itself without
need for external modifications such as length scale control.
The suggested notions of extrinsic versus intrinsic pseudocapacitive materials were intended to distinguish between materials depending on whether they require feature size control
to exhibit pseudocapacitive characteristics.[57] This distinction
has however gradually blurred over time from an initial notion
consistent with the definition of “intrinsic”[57,67] (independent
of length scale) to a generalization of “a wide range of length
scales.”[51,55,68] For example, some have argued that intercalation
pseudocapacitance in T-Nb2O5 is an intrinsic property.[57] This
assignment appears to conflict with an initial study by Bard
et. al.[69] where lithiation exhibited a plateau-like state of charge
response (25 h delithiation) and had limited reversibility for the
micron scale materials investigated. Neither of these attributes
are consistent with typical pseudocapacitance characteristics.[51]
Similarly a recent study of micron scale T-Nb2O5 identified
polarization constraints at rates >3C,[70] again not consistent
with intrinsic pseudocapacitance. Here C-rate is defined
inversely with the theoretical number of times a battery could
be (dis)charged in an hour, for example, 10C-rate corresponds
to a 1/10 h or 6 min (dis)charge time. Others have reported similar non-pseudocapacitive responses for T-Nb2O5 such as large
capacity reductions at modest charge rates[71] or a plateau-like
state of charge responses.[72] The only other material described
as being an intrinsic intercalation pseudocapacitor is bronzeTiO2[52,61] which has principally been investigated as nanoscale
materials with conductive additives to make up for its low electronic conductivity.[73] For example, bronze-TiO2 can exhibit
significant capacity loss at rates of just 1C[74] which is not consistent with an intrinsic absence of diffusion limitations. The
fundamental dependence of intercalation pseudocapacitance
upon transport processes with length scale dependencies naturally limits the material dimensions[39] before, for example,
transport constraints prevent realization of mirror-like CV profiles. Given these fundamental kinetic dependencies, it seems
that the notion of intrinsic intercalation pseudocapacitance is
not substantiated. Furthermore, there is need for an expanded
theoretical understanding of length scale dependent changes
in electrochemical character. For example, a linear state of
charge voltage response may require that the charge rate does
not exceed the rate of electronic/ionic communication across
the active material. The mechanistic perspective of intercalation pseudocapacitance in T-Nb2O5 (and others) is another topic
of debate. Are their capacitor-like current responses caused by
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2022, 32, 2204126
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storing energy in a special near-surface region[57,75] or rather is
this response due to normal intercalation limited by a slower
faradaic surface-reaction[39,63] or other non-idealities? The
former perspective assumes that the current comes from two
distinct zones including a special near-surface zone operating
with surface-limited kinetics and an interior zone operating
with diffusion-limited kinetics. The summative current model
associated with this perspective was first proposed by Conway
for modeling the current response of surface redox pseudocapacitance from molybdenum nitride[76]
i = k1ν + k2ν 0.5 “parallel model”

(2)

where k1 and k2 are fit terms. This model is equivalent to a parallel circuit with two pathways for current contributing independently, termed here as the “parallel model” (Figure 3). CV
current-responses interpreted mechanistically with the parallel
model associate a portion of the current (and a thus portion
of the charge stored) with a capacitive, near-surface region,
and a separate portion of the current (and a portion of the
charge stored) with intercalation. This model predicts a fixed
depth of the near surface region which is invariant with electrode dimensions. The parallel model in this context has met
with criticism.[59,60,63,77] Another perspective is that intercalation pseudocapacitance operates by charge storage via normal
intercalation with additional rate-controlling processes such
as a surface-limited faradaic reaction or ohmic drop in the
pores.[63,78–80] As more rapid intercalation processes are discovered it is expected that other processes may increasingly become
rate limiting.[39] This perspective is equivalent to a series circuit
with two (or more) rate-dependent processes which all impede
the overall rate as a collective (Figure 3).[78] A corresponding i(ν)
equation for the “series model” is explained later in detail. This
series perspective predicts that the intercalation length scale
contributes to the rate-dependence of the current response. As
discussed more later, the parallel model and series model also
make markedly different predictions for b-value(ν). Numerous
experimental datasets show that the Equation (1) power-law
response for T-Nb2O5 (and other intercalation pseudocapacitance materials) gradually transitions from surface-limited
(b = 1.0) to lower b-values with increasing v. The specific cause
of this drop in b-value has been interpreted multiple ways,
including possible diffusion limitations[51,81] for either intercalation/electrolyte transport, polarization of the surface,[82] and
ohmic drop in pores.[60] Resolving these ambiguities would
help advance energy storage materials by better understanding
cause-and-effect. For this disambiguation it can be valuable to
isolate the effects of each fundamental reaction step.

4. Ambiguity Challenge with Convolved Processes
Isolating the effects of each fundamental reaction step is challenging. Energy storage via electrochemical intercalation,
including intercalation pseudocapacitance, depends on multiple
diffusion/transport processes (intercalation, electrolyte transport, electron transport) and surface processes.[39] Dozens of
recent T-Nb2O5 investigations using nanoparticles,[75,83–87] nanotubes,[87–90] nanorods,[91,92] nanowires,[93,94] nanosheets,[95,96]
© 2022 The Authors. Advanced Functional Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 3. A comparison of the models proposed for intercalation pseudocapacitance. The Insert-Intercalate system proposes that intercalation pseudocapacitance stores energy via normal intercalation but has a relatively slower surface reaction (Series Model). In contrast, the Near-Surface system
proposed two distinct zones including near-surface sites operating with surface-limited kinetics and interior sites with diffusion-limited kinetics where
current and charge storage are independent for each region (parallel model).

nanocomposites,[97–103] and related nanostructures[71,104–114] have
shown remarkable performance without isolating the effects
of individual architectural parameters or individual processes
to address the hypotheses above. This lack of variable minimization hampers comparisons between architectures and
obfuscates hypothesis testing. Furthermore, the multiple diffusive processes occurring concomitantly have the same fundamental time-dependencies[115] that inhibit disambiguation with
specificity except when additional information is known. This
general challenge is now elaborated for four popular electrochemical analytical techniques: 1) CV data is often interpreted
with power-law relationships[42] such as Equation (1) where
b = 1.0 corresponds surface-limited (capacitor-like) kinetics and
b = 0.5 corresponds to diffusion-limited (battery-like) kinetics in
the semi-infinite condition. Intermediate b-values can arise from
a convolution of rate limiting processes or finite diffusion. In the
case of a diffusion-limited response, however, this relationship
cannot ascribe the limitation to a specific diffusive process without
additional information. 2) Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data are often interpreted using equivalent circuits.
While quantitative and useful, the data are often similarly wellfitted by multiple equivalent circuits where it is sometimes not
clear which circuit elements correspond to which fundamental
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processes.[116–125] A further limitation is that equivalent circuits
do not consider non-uniform concentrations profiles for ions and
electrons throughout the electrolyte and electrode.[116,123–125] 3) On
the other hand, 3D-Bode analysis[81,126] of EIS data yields model
independent descriptors including rate constants and onsets of
diffusion-limited behavior. However, again due to the similar
time dependence for all diffusive processes they are not possible
to distinguish from each other without additional information.
For example, a recent 3D bode analysis of T-Nb2O5 identified a
semi-infinite diffusive constraint which was speculated to be
associated with either intercalation or electrolyte ion diffusion.[81]
4) Physicochemical models[116,125,127] address the challenge of nonuniform concentration profiles, however even simple 3D geometries require a computational cluster. Furthermore, these models
require input of an extensive number of known parameters which
is a significant barrier for studying materials with yet unknown
properties. These examples portray the difficulty of deconvolving
concomitant diffusive processes in general when only measuring
voltage and current responses over time. A central theme of this
review is that this disambiguation challenge is better addressed
when there is a series of samples which vary by a single spatial
variable with the goal of identifying cause-and-effect one transport process at a time.
© 2022 The Authors. Advanced Functional Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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5. Varying One Architectural Parameter at a Time
Persistent micelle templates (PMTs)[78–80,128–131] are a synthesis
platform that uniquely enables the production of series of porous
nanomaterials that vary by a single spatial parameter at time
and follow model predictions. PMTs rely on self-assembly, yield
macroscopically homogeneous materials, and are scalable with
simple solution processing. The basic PMT process is presented
in Figure 4a. Independent feature size adjustments have eluded
most self-assembly methods due to the reliance upon equilibration where free-energy minimization governs all attributes of the
final structure. In contrast, PMT is based upon kinetic entrapment to sidestep the limitations of equilibrating micelles.[132,133]
All but the most recent PMT literature[134,135] was recently
reviewed comprehensively.[136] The material-to-template (M:T)
ratio is an important parameter where increasing the amount of
material precursors leads to expanded wall thickness with constant pore size and shape (Figure 4d–f). The preservation of constant morphology (isomorphic) is important to avoid changes in
architecture tortuosity.[97,137–144] The validation of PMT materials
is also facile using the PMT model to analyze small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS) data (Figure 4b,c).[131,136,145] The PMT model
is best-suited to micelle templated samples due to the assumed
constant S structure factor term.[145] PMT-derived samples can
be either bulk solids[135,146] or deposited as thin films,[78–80] for
example, upon current collectors. When the precursors correspond to active materials only, then the resulting porous materials are free from the binders and carbon additives associated
with slurry-based electrodes, thereby avoiding electrochemical
contributions from side reactions[147,148] while enabling the measurement of fundamental descriptors of the active material behaviors. PMTs thus uniquely support electrochemical investigations
by enabling simple comparative studies where the nanoscale
architecture is varied one parameter at a time.

6. Probing Convolved Processes One Step
at a Time
The combination of tailored architectures with the process of
elimination can improve the identification of rate limiting
steps and advance a mechanistic understanding. Others have
suggested electrochemical routes to identify rate limiting steps
based on a set of models.[149] Rather, the works highlighted in
this review[78–80] seek to minimize the complexity of electrochemical models, avoiding the underlying assumptions, and
rather rely simply upon cyclic voltammetry as the primary
electrochemical measurement. Opportunities will be discussed
later to expand this general approach with additional electrochemical and analytical techniques. As discussed above, powerlaw relationships[42] (Equation (1)) for CV data can identify
transitions between surface-limited (b = 1.0) and semi-infinite
diffusion-limited regimes (b = 0.5), but cannot identify which
specific diffusion process limits the rate without additional
information. These limits for b-values are analogous to wellknown equations. For example Equation (1) with b = 1.0 is analogous to Lindström’s i(ν) relationship[42] for EDLCs[150]
iC = ACdν

(3)

where Cd is double-layer capacitance and A is the surface area.
Furthermore Equation (1) with b = 0.5 is analogous to the
Randles−Ševčiḱ i(ν) relationship which is often applied to both
electrolyte diffusion[150] and intercalation diffusion[42]
 αF 0.5 0.5
i = FAC∗D 0.5ν 0.5 
 π χ (bt )
 RT 

(4)

where T is absolute temperature and the remaining unspecified
terms are constant for a given sample. Similarly, electron trans-

Figure 4. a) The combination of persistent micelle templates (PMTs) with material precursors leads to porous materials after removal of the micelle
templates. Increasing the material-to-template (M:T) ratio increases the wall thickness while preserving constant pore size across the isomorphic sample
series. b) SAXS data and the c) corresponding d-spacing (d = 2π/qpeak) are fitted with a PMT model. d) Measurements on SEM images of the corresponding
samples yields statistically significant measures of e) average wall thickness and f) average pore size, both with respect to the PMT model. All error bars
correspond to the standard error of the mean. Adapted with permission.[80] Copyright 2021, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
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port in semiconductors is often modeled as the sum of diffusion
and drift currents. Whereas the diffusion current is voltage independent and follows Fick’s laws, the drift current depends on the
local electric field gradient. Thus, electron transport can manifest diffusion-limited kinetics when drift current is a minority.[151]
There are thus three candidate causes when CV data exhibits a
diffusion-limited i(ν) response: electrolyte transport, intercalation transport, and electron transport. The assignment of such
an observation to a specific diffusive process requires additional
information. Here the availability of tailored architectures helps
to reduce ambiguity. Ideally each of these three transport processes would be perturbed one a time to check for kinetic sensitivity. This approach can identify rate-limiting diffusive processes
with minimal assumptions and minimal modeling.

7. Example 1: Length Scale Dependence
of T-Nb2O5 Lithiation
As the first example, the electrochemical kinetics of a tailored series of PMT-derived T-Nb2O5 were examined.[80] The

investigated series of T-Nb2O5 thin films had wall thickness
ranging from 48.5–67.0 nm (M:T = 1.2–3.0) and constant pore
diameter of 108.6 nm The films were measured in a threeelectrode configuration against Li/Li+ using CV over a wide
range of logarithmically spaced ν values (Figure 5a). Plotting
the peak currents as log(i) versus log(ν) (Figure 5b) reveals ratedependent transitions in the type of rate limiting process based
on the slope (b-value). The corresponding derivative of this plot
directly shows these b-value(ν) dependencies (Figure 5c). All the
b-value(ν) data show a transition from surface-limited kinetics
to mixed kinetics and finally toward diffusion-limited kinetics
with increasing ν. This behavior transition was quantified
using these two clearly defined b-value regimes. The departure
from surface-limited kinetics at b = 0.9 was termed the SurfaceLimited Threshold (SLT) which corresponds to the onset of
diffusion-limitations. Similarly, the transition to diffusionlimited kinetics at b = 0.6 was termed the Diffusion-Limited
Threshold (DLT) where diffusion-limitations dominate. As will
be discussed in more detail in a subsequent section, the gradual
decrease in b-value with increasing ν is inconsistent with the
parallel-model which predicts the opposite trend. Furthermore,

Figure 5. a) A series of T-Nb2O5 voltammograms collected at different ν. b) A log–log plot of peak i(ν) identifies changes to the type of rate-limiting
process based on the slope (b-value). c) The corresponding derivative shows b-value (ν) changes with voltage sweep rate. The dashed line at b = 0.9
corresponds to the surface-limited threshold (SLT) which indicates a departure from surface-limited behavior. Systematic comparisons of c) intercalation length, d) electrolyte concentration, and d) electron transport length reveal and rank candidate transport constraints. e) Plots of tSLT0.5 and tDLT0.5
versus the intercalation pathlength (half wall thickness) are consistent with direct proportionality (dashed lines) consistent with a generalized Fick’s
second law solution (Equation (5)). Values are presented as a mean ± standard error-of-the-mean. Adapted with permission.[80] Copyright 2021, WileyVCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.
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the general form of Figure 5c is not consistent with the expectations of the parallel model (derivative of Equation (2)) associated
with a near-surface system (Figure 3), as discussed in next section. For this sample series, there was a monotonic decrease in
νSLT with increasing wall thickness. For example, sample MT1.2
(48.5 nm walls) exhibited an onset of diffusion-limitations
at νSLT = 114.60 ± 0.48 mV s−1 whereas sample MT3.0 had
νSLT = 37.77 ± 0.27 mV s−1 which is a 3× reduction in rate. Such
a large kinetic change for a minor 18.5 nm (40% rel.) change
in wall thickness highlights the large effect of the extrinsic
architectural changes. As explained before, further analysis was
carried out to consider multiple possible sources of diffusionlimitations. First, sensitivity of the response kinetics to electrolyte transport were examined. A significant 50% reduction in
Li+ClO4− concentration in the electrolyte was found to have no
marked effect on the response kinetics for any of these samples, thus eliminating electrolyte transport as a contributor to
the diffusion-limitation (Figure 5d). It is noted that the change
of wall thickness is geometrically coupled with a reduction
of pore/electrolyte volume fraction thus sample M:T3.0 was
expected to be the most sensitive to electrolyte transport yet
remained insensitive to the concentration change. Second, sensitivity of the response kinetics towards electron transport was
examined. The film thicknesses were varied to modify both the
electron and electrolyte transport length scales. Having excluded
sensitivity of these samples toward electrolyte resistance,

differences found here were attributed to electron transport
alone. Increasing the film thickness by 150% resulted in 30%
decrease in νSLT for sample MT3.0 (Figure 5d). In contrast,
the main sample series had relatively constant film thickness
± 15%, indicating the electron transport has a minor contribution towards the overall ≈3× change in νSLT. The assignment of
the dominant diffusion-limited process in these T-Nb2O5 films
was thus assigned to the intercalation process. This process of
elimination strategy is summarized in Figure 6. The response
kinetics for diffusion-limitations are well known for the solution of Fick’s second law for a semi-infinite source
x ∝ Dt

(5)

where x is the intercalation pathlength (half of the material
wall thickness), D is solid-state diffusivity, and t is time. Here
the sweep time was calculated by dividing the voltage window
by ν. As shown in Figure 5e, the expected linear relationship
between x and t0.5 was found for the DLT (b = 0.6, tDLT), consistent with the quantitative changes in wall thickness across
the sample series. Furthermore, the SLT (b = 0.9, tSLT), was
consistent with the same scaling law. While unexpected for
surface-limited kinetics alone, rather the SLT reflects a point
of balance where dominant surface-limited kinetics begin to
transition to diffusion-limited kinetics. From this perspective, it is anticipated that the SLT depend upon the scaling

Figure 6. A process of elimination approach can identify i(v) and b-value(v) sensitivity to different diffusive process. Sensitivity to electrolyte transport
is probed by varying the electrolyte concentration alone (left). When insensitive to perturbations in electrolyte transport then subsequent geometric
variations are simpler to interpret. Sensitivity to intercalation transport is probed by varying the wall thickness alone (center). Sensitivity to electron
transport is probed by varying the film thickness (right). It should be noted that both wall thickness changes and film thickness changes simultaneously modify electrolyte transport.
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laws of the dominant diffusion-limited process. The fact that
the timescales exhibiting surface-limited kinetics depend
on the total intercalation length scale is most consistent with
the series-model for intercalation pseudocapacitance via the
Insert-Intercalate perspective (Figure 3). Also it is noted that
the 48.5–67 nm thick walls of these samples are equivalent
to ≥254–351 NbO bonds (1.907 angstrom/each)[152] which
exceeds most notions of a “near surface” regime. This example
illustrates how the combination of tailored nanomaterials with
the process of elimination can disambiguate electrochemical
cause-and-effect.

8. Comparison of Intercalation Pseudocapacitive
Current Models
Distinct conceptual models with different scaling relationships
have been proposed to understand intercalation pseudocapacitance. Here we focus on simple models with minimal terms
with the motivation to identify and understand dominant
electrochemical processes. Simplification naturally eliminates
completeness where comprehensive models exist with a correspondingly expansive list of fit terms.[59,77,153–156] As noted above,
the parallel model is consistent with two separate sources of
current operating in tandem. Here the surface-limited current
source is often interpreted as charge storage within a capacitive
near-surface region whereas the separate diffusion-limited current source is associated with interior intercalation (Figure 3).
This mathematical model has met with criticism.[59,60,63,77] A
related capacity(ν) model from Trasatti[157] has also received criticism regarding the extrapolation that fails to follow data outside
of a narrow sweep rate and was suggested to not be regarded
as theoretically sound.[158] The basic functional form of the parallel model has two contributions with different v-dependencies
shown in Figure 7a. Due to the summative nature and the
relative slope values this functional form necessarily predicts
a transition from diffusion-limited behavior to surface-limited
behavior with increasing v. This transition is apparent in the
b-value(ν) plot in Figure 7b. These i(ν) and b-value(ν) dependencies, however, are antithetical to typical data (Figure 5c).
This issue is often avoided by constraining fitting to low ν to
avoid polarization from, for example, diffusion limitations at
high v. When the range of experimental ν values focus on
the surface-limited regime, this model often yields good fits
of i(ν), however the corresponding b-value(ν) fits are poor.
The resulting k1 and k2 values have been used to then report
separately the capacitive (near-surface) and diffusion-limited
(interior) currents or charge fractions which cannot be verified
directly. Some have suggested that comparison to the Trasatti
capacity(ν) model is a form of validation,[55,68,97,159–161] however
that model invokes the same assumption of two independent
charge storage mechanisms with the same kinetic dependencies and similarly fails to follow experimental data outside of
a narrow ν-range. For a mechanistic model to be valuable, it
should be consistent with data and enable predictions that are
verifiable outside the assumptions of said model. Unfortunately, the parallel model as applied to intercalation pseudocapacitance has not yet led to verifiable predictions. For example,
the relatively constant mass-normalized currents in Figure 5b
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with varying nanoscale architectures are not consistent with
a near-surface system. A revised model was recently suggested[78] that corresponds to the Insert-Intercalate perspective
(Figure 3).[78–80] This revised model thus arranges the surface
and diffusion processes rather in-series where charge storage
requires both processes to occur sequentially and their impedances (resistance and reactance) are additive
−0.5

 k2 2  k1 k2 2 
i = 
 + +

 ν   ν
ν  

“series model”

(6)

where k1 and k2 here are different fit parameters analogous to
impedance (lesser k values yield greater current) for surfacelimited and diffusion-limited contributions respectively. An
important distinction is that the series model does not separate
capacitive-current from diffusive-current, rather it passes all
current through both processes. Thus, the series model does
not presume charge storage in a special near-surface region
(Figure 3). In contrast to the parallel model, the series model
transitions from surface-limited to diffusion-limited kinetics
with increasing ν (Figure 7c,d). While Equation (6) was shown
to fit both i(ν) data well and b-value(ν) data fair, a third term
can be added to improve the latter fit. A range of third terms
were screened including addition of a resistor, additional of
another diffusion-limited processes, and modifying the surfacelimited process to be analogous to a constant phase element.
The resistor addition led to the best fits where
−0.5
 k2
2  k1 k2 2 
i = 
+ R +  +
  “series model with R”
 ν
 ν
ν  

(7)

This series model with R (Equation (7)) yields excelled fits in
both i(ν) and b-value(ν) coordinate spaces with the goodnessof-fit R2 values >0.98 for T-Nb2O5 (Figure 7e,f). Having a model
that is consistent with a wide range of ν conditions enables i(ν)
prediction into the diffusion-limited regime. In the next section
this model is used to quantitatively assess surface-limited and
diffusion-limited contributions in a manner that is consistent
with the expectations for simple geometric changes.

9. Example 2: Effects of Amorphization
on T-Nb2O5 Lithiation Kinetics
As the second experimental example, the effects of amorphization upon T-Nb2O5 lithiation kinetics were examined with tailored nanomaterials, the same process of elimination described
previously (Figure 6), and the above series model for current.[78]
Amorphization, broadly defined here, is the inclusion of deliberate defects and spans a continuum of configurations between
single crystals and purely disordered solids. Across a variety of
intercalation-based energy storage materials, amorphization
has been reported to sometimes enhance intercalation diffusion, electronic conductivity, and performance.[78,79,85,106,162–169]
For example, oxygen vacancies in MoO3 were correlated to an
increase in the interlayer-spacing of its 2D crystal structure
that modified its lithium diffusivity.[162] Similarly, simulations
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Figure 7. Comparison of a,b) (Equation (2)) parallel and c,d) (Equation (6)) series current models in i(ν) and b-value(ν) coordinate spaces on the left
and right columns, respectively. e,f) (Equation (7)) Experimental data for T-Nb2O5 are shown with best-fits using the series model with a third R term.
Values presented as mean ± standard error-of-the-mean. Adapted with permission.[78] Copyright 2022, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

correlated oxygen vacancies in V2O5 to greater lithium diffusivity ascribed to a decreased energetic barrier to hop between
intercalation sites.[170] Amorphous Nb2O5 was reported to
have decreased capacity and slower kinetics than T-Nb2O5.[75]
On the other hand, recent T-Nb2O5 reports of oxygen vacancy
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2022, 32, 2204126
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tuning showed improved conductivity,[85,162–164] diffusivity,[162,165]
capacity,[162–166] and cycle stability[162] depending on the vacancy
concentration. When comparing different nanoparticle samples
there is often a challenge of ambiguity as to cause-and-effect
since the heat treatments to adjust the defect chemistry often
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simultaneously changes the particle size and thus the intercalation dimension. Here the use of PMT to produce tailored sets
of nanomaterials can reduce this ambiguity. PMT samples were
prepared over a range of M:T ratios and were calcined at temperatures between 300 and 600 °C. All of the resulting samples
had a nominal pore size of ∼95 nm and the wall thicknesses
ranged from ∼45.6-75.1 nm. The samples calcined below 520 °C
were fully amorphous (non-crystalline) and were unstable to
repeated (de)lithiation cycling. Relatedly a recent study identified dissolution of amorphous Nb2O5 content resulting from
repeated cycling.[171] In contrast, the crystalline T-Nb2O5 samples calcined between 520–600°C were stable to cycling and
exhibited markedly different lithiation kinetics depending on
the calcination temperature. Here the combination of X-ray diffraction (XRD), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), and
X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) identified increasing
crystal growth with calcination temperature and increasing
extent of crystallinity spanning from 68.4–86.4%, based on referencing a 600 °C sample as fully crystalline. Similar to the first
example section, this sample series exhibited a decreasing νSLT
with increasing intercalation length (increasing M:T value).
Again, the combination of control experiments with changing
electrolyte concentration and variation of film thickness identified that intercalation diffusion was the dominant diffusiveconstraint at high ν.
Comparisons of PMT samples with the same M:T ratios
(similar architectural dimensions) and different heat treatments revealed the effects of amorphization upon the lithiation kinetics. There was a monotonic increase in νSLT by ~2x
with decreasing calcination temperature amongst these mostlycrystalline samples. Since the SLT depends on the balance of
two processes, both a surface-limited and a diffusion-limited
process, the shift in νSLT could be attributed to changes in either
or both process kinetics. For example, Equations (6) and (7) indicate that an increase in the νSLT is consistent with either/both
a decrease in the rate of the surface-limited process (larger k1)
or/and an increase in rate of the diffusion-limited process
(smaller k2). To distinguish between these possibilities, the series
model for current was used to deconvolve these effects quantitatively. Figure 8a,b shows the trends for best-fit values of k1 and
k2 for mass-normalized current data as a function of the intercalation length scale (determined by M:T ratio). Comparison

of k1 values across different calcination temperatures showed
an increased impedance for the surface-limited process (slower
insertion) with increasing extent of T-Nb2O5 amorphization
(Figure 8a). Comparison of k2 values across different calcination temperatures showed a decreased impedance for the
diffusion-limited process (faster diffusion) with increasing
extent of T-Nb2O5 amorphization (Figure 8b). Thus, the series
model perspective ascribed the νSLT change from amorphization to both decelerating the surface-limited process by 17.0%
and accelerating the diffusion-limited process by 12.2%. Furthermore, both k2 comparisons with increasing wall thickness
(constant calcination temperature) and tSLT0.5 were directly
proportional to the intercalation length scale as expected
(Figure 8b,c) for the generalized solution to Fick’s second law
(Equation (5)) where the increasing impedance values and
increasing tSLT correspond to the increasing diffusion length.
Such dependencies of the pseudocapacitive response upon the
intercalation length scale are not consistent with a near-surface
system (Figure 3). The combination of XPS, electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR), and density functional theory (DFT)
identified excess oxygen species in the amorphized samples. A
range of candidate oxygen defect species were considered where
the lack of a detectable EPR signal eliminated the paramagnetic
candidates and suggested the presence of diamagnetic peroxide
O22−. Complimentary DFT calculations also identified the formation of such peroxide defects. Such additional Li–O interactions have previously been correlated with increased energy for
lithium insertion into interstitial sites,[172] which is consistent
with the k1 trends here. These samples also exhibited remarkable rate-capability. For example, sample MT1.2-520 °C maintained 95% of its lithiation capacity (577.4 ± 17.0 C g−1) with 2.25 s
for delithiation (1600 C-rate equivalent), exceeding many literature precedents for T-Nb2O5 (Figure 8d).[51,70,75,83,92,103,173]

10. Example 3: Effects of Tailored Titania
Amorphous character on Lithiation Kinetics
As the third experimental example, the effects of amorphous
character upon titania lithiation kinetics were examined by combining tailored nanomaterials with the process of elimination
described previously (Figure 3).[79] As compared to crystalline

Figure 8. PMT series of T-Nb2O5 were calcined at different temperatures to vary the extent of amorphization prior to electrochemical analysis. CV data
were fitted using Equation (7) leading to a) k1 and b) k2 values. c) The tSLT was plotted versus the intercalation length where dashed lines correspond
to fits from Equation (5) where a decreased slope indicates a greater diffusivity. d) The rate-dependent lithiation capacity for samples at 520, 535, and
600 °C were compared to literature precedents. Adapted with permission.[78] Copyright 2022, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 9. a) Normalized cyclic voltammograms of representative samples whose anodic peaks at ≈1.6 and ≈2.1 V were ascribed to amorphous and
anatase TiO2 phases, respectively. The amorphous phase kinetics were analyzed using the corresponding CV peaks. b) Constant iamor(v) were found
when comparing the mass and phase normalized amorphous phase currents (2 mV s−1, surface-limited regime). c) The changes in b-value(ν) and
νSLT were thus attributed to changes to the intercalation rate as a result of amorphous character. d) The tSLT0.5 versus intercalation length (half wall
thickness) correlated well with the direct proportionality expected from Equation (5). Values presented with error bars are the mean ± the standard
error-of-the-mean. Adapted with permission.[79] Copyright 2022, Wiley-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.

anatase, amorphous TiO2 has been shown to increase the rate
of intercalation diffusion and enable pseudocapacitive current
responses.[167,174,175] Similarly increased lithiation capacity and
stability have been reported for metal oxides as attributed to
the oxygen vacancy concentrations.[106,162–166,168,169] Whereas
“perfect” crystalline materials have a well-defined arrangement of atoms, amorphous analogs of the same composition exhibit a continuum of atomic structures. Many of these
atomic structures exist ephemerally during typical crystallization heat treatments. An interesting feature, however, is that
nanoscale TiO2 often stubbornly consists[47,176–179] of mixtures
of polymorphs, including anatase, rutile, bronze, amorphous,
and other phases. Understanding cause-and-effect with multiple phases adds the challenge of isolating the contributions
of each phase. Such materials are also a unique opportunity
to probe the lithiation behaviors of amorphous TiO2 with a
diversity of atomic structures. A series of PMT-derived titania
architectures were prepared with ≈20 nm pore sizes and wall
thicknesses ranging from ≈15–22 nm as controlled by the M:T
ratio. The samples were calcined at temperatures ranging from
280—600 °C and the resulting samples were measured using
CV. The presence of multiple CV peaks corresponding to different phases enabled the kinetics of each phase to be isolated
whereas metrics of overall capacity would convolve all phases
present (Figure 9a). The samples calcined at 280 and 290 °C
were fully amorphous by XRD whereas those heated above
380 °C contained anatase and exhibited both phases by CV.
The electrochemical kinetics were analyzed by comparison of
mass normalized peak currents i(ν) as shown in Figure 9b. As
described in prior examples, a series of architectures (calcined
at 280, 380, and 600 °C) were combined with CV analysis and
the process of elimination to identify intercalation as the dominant diffusive constraint for the amorphous phase in all cases.
Remarkably the amorphous phase νSLT increased monotonically
by 317% with lowered calcination temperatures (Figure 9c). As
discussed in the second example above, changes to the νSLT
can be caused by alteration of either the surface-limited and/or
diffusion-limited processes. Predating the development of
the series model (Equations (6) and (7)), disambiguation here
Adv. Funct. Mater. 2022, 32, 2204126
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started by comparing the peak currents at low ν were to check
for changes in the rate of the surface-limited process within the
surface-limited ν-regime. The constant peak current (normalized by phase-content) indicated that the significant changes
in b-value(ν) and νSLT were associated principally with changes
to the intercalation diffusion (Figure 9d). The rate-capability
of samples MT1.6-280 °C compared favorably with literature
precedents of high-performing TiO2 nanomaterials.[46,167,180–182]
In contrast to literature precedents[46,167,180–182] which retained
lithiation capacities of ≈400 C g−1 (x ≈ 0.5 in LixTiO2) between
C-rates of 15–80, sample MT1.6-280 °C maintained >400 C g−1
capacity up to an 800 C-rate (4.5 s sweep time). These results
highlight how isomorphic sample series can reveal previously
unidentified trends and opportunities by reducing ambiguity
in multiphase samples. These marked lithiation changes with
amorphous character highlight a need for new synthesis techniques and further correlations of atomic structure to lithiation
behavior.

11. Relaxation Times and the Transition From
battery-like Intercalation to Pseudocapacitance
We propose that intercalation pseudocapacitance (surfacelimited kinetics) is a natural expectation with decreasing feature sizes due to the different power law dependencies for
surface and diffusion processes. Consider a spherical particle
of intercalation material with efficient external electronic and
ionic contacts as modelled in detail by Zhu et. al.[39] Regardless
of the relative electronic/ionic rates within the particle, the fundamental relaxation time for intercalation can be written as

τ δ ∝ L2 /DLiδ

(8)

where L is the particle radius (half thickness) and D is the effective
chemical diffusivity for neutral lithium, including both Li+ and
e−. The proportionality symbol accommodates various scalers
including geometric parameters that would otherwise distract
from the fundamental superposition of length scale and time.
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Figure 10. Surface and intercalation relaxation times scale differently with L according to Equations (8) and (9). A 2× reduction in feature size (L) is
depicted where τδ decreases with L-reduction more quickly than τs, leading to behavior transitions from a) battery-like to c) capacitor-like. Time (t) and
voltage sweep rate (ν) scale inversely.

When a diffusion-controlled device governed by Equation (8)
is (dis)charged slowly with t > τδ then the full capacity is accessible whereas faster (dis)charge times with t < τδ decrease in
capacity due to the ever-shallower depth of intercalation. The
L2 dependence is important to note; for example, doubling the
intercalation length scale quadruples the diffusion relaxation
time (i.e., 4× lower ν). Similarly, the relaxation time of the surface insertion process may be written as[39]

τs ∝

L3
= L/Γ
ΓL2

(9)

where Γ is the surface reaction rate per unit area. Here L3 is
proportional to the reaction extent being stored (coulombs) and
ΓL2 is the total reaction rate (coulombs s−1). The proportionality symbol again accommodates geometric parameters that
were excluded to highlight the superposition of length scale
and time. The τδ and τs relaxation times have different power
dependencies upon length scale where Equation (8) scales with
L2 and Equation (9) scales with L1. These different L-powers
naturally lead all intercalation batteries (τδ > τs) to transition
to intercalation pseudocapacitance (τδ < τs) with decreasing
L-dimension (Figure 10). Though these relaxation times were
previously noted individually, this is their first use to infer this
transition in intercalation behaviors, to the best of our knowledge. This crossover in relaxation times where τδ ≈ τs perhaps
offers an explanation for the blurred transition between batterylike behavior and capacitor-like behavior (Figure 10b).[53,65] This
crossover occurs when Equation (8) is equal to Equation (9).
Assuming all proportionality constants equal one leads to
1=

LΓ
DLiδ

(10)

δ
It is apparent that all ratios of Γ/DLi have a corresponding
L-value satisfying Equation (10). Thus, this relationship predicts that all intercalation materials are expected to transition
their behavior from diffusion-limited to surface-limited at a
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critical value of L. This is consistent with numerous observations of battery materials transitioning to surface-limited pseudocapacitive kinetics with nanoscale dimensions. Furthermore,
Equations (8) and (10) appear incompatible with the notion of
intrinsic intercalation pseudocapacitance, again since all materials are expected to exhibit a transition in behavior at a critical
L-value. Please note that intercalation batteries are not expected
to transition to surface-limited kinetics with increasing ν
(decreasing t) since the t0.5 intercalation dependence decreases
capacity, effectively continuously shifting τs to smaller values.
Furthermore, the same scaling laws predict that intercalation
pseudocapacitive electrodes transition to diffusion-limited
behavior when t < τδ. This expectation (Figure 9c) is consistent
with the three experimental examples elaborated above in sections and the concept of Insert-Intercalate systems (Figure 3).

12. Connecting the Series-Model to
Performance Outlooks
The above examples have showed how both the insertion reaction rate and the intercalation rate affect performance. Whereas
intercalation pseudocapacitive electrodes are generally used in
the surface-limited v-regime (for definition sake) there is also
much interest in applying similar fast intercalation materials
in the diffusion-limited regime for the sake of increased energy
density.[38] The superposition of architecture dimensions, timescale, and rate coefficients was elegantly described recently
using three governing unitless parameter (l, γ, Λ).[153] The two
divergent use cases above benefit from improvements to different processes. For example, pseudocapacitive electrodes operated in the surface-limited regime would naturally be improved
by accelerating the surface-limited process. Figure 11 compares
i(ν) calculated using Equation (6) using the best-fit values for a
T-Nb2O5 sample with MT = 1.2 calcined at 535 °C (k1 = norm)
to predicted results with hypothetical progressive decreases in
the k1 surface impedance (faster surface reaction). For example,
if focused on ν = 100 mV s−1 (200 C-rate equivalent) would result
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13. Future Directions for Synthesis and
Characterization

Figure 11. a) Hypothetical plots based on Equation (6) starting from
best-fits for a T-Nb2O5 MT = 1.2, 535 °C sample (“norm”) and step-wise
reducing the impedance of the surface limited process to zero (k1 value).
a) The log–log plots of i(ν) are shown for a range of hypothetical conditions and b) the corresponding relative current densities are also shown.

in a 67% increase in relative current with a 50% reduction in k1.
The reduction of k1 to zero represents a rationale model limit correspond to a purely diffusion-limited device where the relative
current predicted at ν = 100 mV s−1 could increase by 434%. On
the other hand, increasing the diffusion rate would enable the
νSLT to move to higher ν. As pointed out recently, consumers are
probably not interested in the mechanism or rate limiting step so
much as actual performance[55] so mechanism transition points
are a questionable performance target. In contrast, the pursuit
of rapid (dis)charging designs maintaining battery-like energy
densities at the device level should principally focus on improvements to transport processes, mainly the intercalation diffusivity
but also the electrical conductivity.[38] Practitioners in the energy
storage field continue to make rapid improvements to materials
and device capabilities. There is not yet a clear limit for the future
capabilities of rapid intercalation materials.
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Several promising future directions are suggested including
electrochemical characterizations and synthetic capabilities.
The above three experimental example sections using tailored
nanomaterials correlated simplistic descriptors to changes
in specific transport processes. The desire there to minimize
assumptions, however, reduces the number of fitted values and
thus also limits the number of insights. There is room to apply
more detailed electrochemical analyses while still minimizing
assumptions. For examples EIS is itself a measurement technique without inherent models or assumptions until the data is
interpreted. The limitations of equivalent circuit analysis were
discussed, vide supra. So called 3D Bode analysis[81,126,183,184] is
a route to interpret EIS data without the hazards of equivalent
circuits. In the context of intercalation materials, this technique
examines the real C’ and imaginary C″ capacitances as derived
from impedance magnitudes and phase angles. 3D Bode analysis can distinguish fast, reversible (surface-limited) and slower,
irreversible (diffusion-limited) dissipative processes as a function of voltage and frequency. Additionally, this technique can
provide time constants for behavior transitions. Combining
3D bode analysis with tailored nanomaterials and the process
of elimination could deepen the understanding of intercalation pseudocapacitance. One advantage of the EIS techniques
over CV is that ohmic shifts are avoided by using small voltage
fluctuations upon a steady state average voltage. In the opposite
vein, comprehensive models[59,77,82,116,125,127,153–156] attempting
to capture all possible processes present a different challenge
where the number of parameters can become overwhelming
with the following variable categories: transfer processes, ion/
electron transport, and concentration gradients within all
phases, interaction coefficients, material capacitance, material
geometry, and overpotential. Ideally those parameters could be
fitted with numerous measurements from a closely related set
of samples to avoid collecting mismatched values from disparate literature reports and varying synthetic methods. There is
opportunity for comprehensive models to reveal much more
mechanistic detail, however the tractability of collecting dozens
of accurate experimental measures remains a challenge. There
appears to be room for faster progress in the short term based
on using simpler models if disambiguation can be managed.
There is also room for intermittent titration techniques (ITT)
to contribute to the understanding of fast intercalation materials.[185,186] ITT methods take discrete steps in voltage or current that allow for subsequent decay in current or voltage,
respectively. The models for ITT however assume purely
diffusion-limited kinetics where adaptations of these models
could benefit the understanding of intercalation pseudocapacitance.[185,186] Regardless of the analytical technique, there is a
need to include control experiments that, for example, reduce
the ambiguity of concomitant diffusive processes and ideally
also integrate series of architectures to cleanly interrogate the
effects of changing the intercalation dimension independently.
Synthetic opportunities for improvements exist at both the
surface and the bulk locations. The surface-limited faradaic process can be altered both by the defect chemistry[78,79,85,106,162–169]
as well as by surface coatings.[187–194] For example a recent paper
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reported nitridation coating of FeNb11O29 that reduced the
charge transfer resistance of the insertion process by improving
the desolvation process and preventing solvent cointercalation.[195] Recent DFT calculations suggest that the desolvation
process may be the rate limiting sub-step during the surface
faradaic insertion reaction.[196] Bulk crystalline inorganic material properties are also quickly advancing with, for example, the
recent development of range of Wadsley–Roth niobates, many
of which exhibit rapid intercalation.[38,40,197] For a number of
these phases, the niobium oxidation state ranges from 5+ to 3+
during cycling, exceeding the typical capacity limit associated
with just one lithium atom per metal atom. The inclusion of
rapid lithium transport with low hopping barriers and a lack of
first order phase transitions is important to enable high intercalation rates. The ability to tailor these and other emerging
crystalline materials with defect engineering or amorphization
has shown recent promise.[40] It is our opinion that amorphous
phases are quite underexplored in part due to the tremendous
diversity of amorphous and amorphized atomic configurations.
As highlighted in the third example above, amorphous TiO2
can change its lithiation behavior markedly depending on its
processing history. New synthesis methodologies that span this
continuum of atomic configurations between pure disorder
and classical crystalline order are a promising future direction. There are significant synthetic opportunities to advance
all facets of rapid intercalation materials, from amorphous to
crystalline and from the interior to the surface.

how the series model can isolate material-specific i(ν) effects
such as how amorphization modifies both the insertion and diffusion kinetics. The collection of examples and data assembled
here were most consistent with the Insert-Intercalate perspective and were inconsistent with the Near-Surface perspective.
Looking toward enhancing capabilities, avenues for both faster
intercalation pseudocapacitance and increased energy density
were discussed from the perspective of the series model for
current. A new argument based on relaxation times was suggested to explain the continuum between battery-like and pseudocapacitive behaviors upon nanoscaling the feature sizes. The
presented scaling laws for intercalation relaxation times in
addition to volumes of experimental evidence suggest that the
notion of intrinsic intercalation pseudocapacitance is not supported. Future directions were suggested including analytical
methods that minimize assumptions such as 3D Bode in addition to new synthetic methods that emphasize the expansive
continuum between amorphous and crystalline materials as
well as tailored defects and coatings.
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The demand for rapid (dis)charging energy storage has motivated much research with nanoscale materials. Beyond accelerated kinetics owing to reduced feature sizes, nanomaterials
were shown early on to enable changes to the reaction path
thermodynamics, intercalant solubility, and reversibility. The
investigation of rapid (dis)charging intercalation nanomaterials led to the discovery of intercalation pseudocapacitance
with surface-limited i(ν). The high-power performance of
pseudocapacitive devices generated much excitement while
at the same time initiating much dialog about their operating
mechanisms. For example, Figure 3 presented two perspectives
for charge storage in intercalation pseudocapacitive electrodes
(Insert-Intercalate or Near-Surface) and Figure 7 presented the
corresponding i(ν) models. This review highlights how systematic nanoscale synthesis procedures such as persistent micelle
templates can reveal new insights to such emergent electrochemical phenomena. Specifically, we advocate for the combination of tailored nanomaterials with a process of elimination
strategy to isolate the effect of each transport process upon
electrochemical kinetics. This strategy aids the disambiguation
of multiple diffusive processes, all of which follow the same
scaling laws with time. Three example studies were described
with multiple intercalation pseudocapacitive materials where
the timescales exhibiting surface-limited kinetics depended on
the total intercalation length scale. A recent series model for
current was described which accurately matches experimental
data for i(ν) and b-value(ν) across wide spanning timescales
from the Insert-Intercalate perspective. An example showed
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